SPRING 2022 SEMINAR SERIES

Fridays, 2-3 p.m. in Donald Bren Hall 6011 and on Zoom*

In Person Encouraged for UCI Students, Faculty, Researchers, and Staff
On Zoom for the Public (Use Meeting ID 984 6164 8864)

April 1
Jennifer Pierre
User Experience Researcher, Google
“Enabling Connection in All Its Forms: Intersecting Social Media and Games Research to Center Inclusion in Media Design”

April 8*
Ron Baecker
Emeritus Professor of Computer Science and Bell Chair in HCI, University of Toronto
“A Call to Action!”

April 15
Darko Marinov
Professor of Computer Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
“Combating Flaky Tests”
ISR Distinguished Speaker

April 29*
Nettrice Gaskins
Assistant Director, Lesley University’s STEAM Learning Lab
“Interrogating Maker Culture and STEAM Education”

May 13
Maggie Jack
Postdoctoral Scholar, Syracuse University/UC Irvine
“Media Ruins: Infrastructural Restitution and Building Futures in Post-Conflict Cambodia”

June 3
Lisa Nakamura
Gwendolyn Calvert Baker Collegiate Professor of American Culture, University of Michigan
“The Metaverse’s New Diversity Industrial Complex”
CREATE Distinguished Talk

LIVE WORK BUILD